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that Make The Closet Works Your Best Choice

A Guide For Interior Designers

Quality
1: Quality | The Closet Works manufactures the finest products available in the 

market today. We use only ¾” TFL (thermally fused laminate) and on many of our 

standard products we use 2mm thick edge banding which is guaranteed never to 

chip or peel. Drawer boxes are of plywood construction, employing dovetail joinery, 

and are equipped with full-extension, 100 pound capacity, ball-bearing drawer slides. 

All hardware is of exceptional quality including concealed European style hinges and 

metal pulls and knobs are standard. Our products are manufactured in our state of 

the art plant assuring consistent and exceptional quality. Installations are performed by 

our own highly experienced professionals, never sub-contractors, assuring a superb 

project outcome from start to finish.



Galore
2: Choices Galore | The Closet Works offers over 100 colors and 

textures from which you can choose plus a wide array of options and 

accessories ensuring that your clients’ projects will amaze and make you 

look good. On our website, you and your clients can view our color palette, 

granite and hardware selections, door and drawer front styles, glass insert 

options (25 from which to choose), accessories and many different designs 

certain to provide just the look and performance they seek. Whether your 

client needs a closet, a home office, a Murphy bed, a mudroom, a pantry, 

a garage or even a custom unit that you have designed, The Closet Works 

can deliver it on time, on budget and with professionalism throughout…

and we have a showroom that can ease the process by allowing that 

“hands on” experience many clients seek.

3: Value | Our pricing structure is 

designed to ensure that you have room 

for a reasonable commission while your 

client still gets good value. We pride 

ourselves on providing the highest 

quality systems available at extremely 

competitive prices. Again, you will look 

like a hero!

Choices

Value



Experience
4: Experience | We have been in the business of 

thrilling our customers for almost 30 years. All designers 

and installers are company employees, professionals 

whose singular goal is complete customer satisfaction. 

You really don’t have to do a thing. Our design specialists 

provide a computer generated set of drawings for review 

and our installers make sure that the dream becomes a 

reality with minimal disruption, leaving the job-site spotless 

and ready for immediate use. Our staff takes care of all the 

administrative aspects of the project so you can sit back 

and take the credit for having recommended so wisely.

Value



Integrity
5: Integrity | The Closet Works has been serving the Philadelphia metropolitan 

area, New Jersey and New York for decades with the utmost integrity and focus on 

customer satisfaction. You can refer our company with confidence and be assured 

of a job well done and a client whose expectations have been exceeded.
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Learn more at closetworksinc.com

Please get in touch with us so we can introduce you to the 
advantages of partnering with The Closet Works.


